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Samenvatting

Gedurende de afgelopen afstudeerperiode is gewerkt aan het onderwerp Ruis
aLs diagnosemiddeL in de microeLektronica. Het afstudeerwerk is opgedeeld in
twee facet ten. Enerzijds het werk dat verricht is bij Alcatel microelectronics in
Oudenaarde Belgie, anderzijds het werk aan automatische ruis meetopstellingen.

Het onderzoek bij Alcatel microelectronics richtte zich op l/f ruis in zo
genaamde High Ohmic Poly silicon resistors (HIPOs) in relatie tot de
vierkantsweerstand RD. De ruis parameter (Gus) blijkt lineair afuankelijk te
zijn van de vierkantsweerstand. De waarde van deze parameter bleek af te
hangen van de gebruikte implant (B danwel P). De waarde voor Gus voor het
met P geimplanteerde preparaat bleek lOx groter te zijn dan de preparaten
geimplanteerd met B.
Er is gebleken dat het belangrijk is te controleren hoe de relatie tussen de ruis
en de lengte van het preparaat is, dit om niet verwaarloosbare ruisbijdragen
van bijvoorbeeld de contacten te signaleren.
Ten aanzien van een automatische ruis "meetopsteHing is gekeh.-en naar een
opstelling welke geschikt is voor het meten van l/f ruis aan metaallagen en
magnetische sensoren. Deze opstelling wordt gestuurd met National Instru
ments' LabVIEW en is in staat de bias-condities (stroom door het preparaat
/ extern magnetisch veld) automatisch te varieren. Het systeem is in staat
gebleken volledig autonoom ruis spectra te kunnen meten, deze te processen en
op te slaan gedurende een aantal dagen achtereen.
Ais onderdeel van deze opstelling is gekeken naar verschillende laagruisende
versterkers in verschillende configuraties (kruis-korrelatie technieken en zo
genaamde matching transformers). Hierbij zijn de verschillende versterkers
gekarakteriseerd met behulp van twee parameters: R eq en leorner.
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Preface

This report is the result of my thesis project Noise as a diagnostic tool in
microelectronics. The thesis project comprises two facets. The first part of
the thesis work has been carried out at Alcatel microelectronics, situated in
Oudenaarde Belgium. This investigation focused on the low frequency noise
behavior of High Ohmic Polysilicon resistors. The implementation of a noise
measurement setup was also part of my work in Belgium.
The second part of my work is related to an automatic system for noise
measurements on low-ohmic samples and magnetic sensors. This part has been
carried out within the group SES of the faculty Electrical Engineering of the
Eindhoven University of Technology.

This report is structured as follows:
The first chapter will give an introduction to the relevant types of noise. The
work carried out at Alcatel microelectronics is presented in the second chapter.
In this chapter I will describe the measurement setup and discuss the results
of the measurements carried out on the various polysilicon resistors. The
third chapter is a reprint of a publication submitted to IEEE transactions
on instrumentation and measurements. This publication is co-authored by
Jr. J. Briaire and Dr. Ir. L. K. J. Vandamme. The different aspects of an
automatic noise measurement system are described in this chapter. Finally, in
fourth chapter, summarizing conclusions are drawn.
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Chapter 1

Relevant types of noise

1.1 Introduction

In this report I will distinguish two types of electrical noise: thermal noise
(Nyquist noise, Johnson noise) and l/f noise (flicker noise, pink noise)!. In the
ohmic samples under investigation, these two types of noise will be present.

1.2 Thermal noise

At temperatures above 0 K, one can find thermal noise caused by the Brownian
movement of the charge carriers (electrons).

(1.1)

Sv(f) is the spectral noise intensity [y2/Hz]' f the frequency [Hz], kB Boltz
mann's constant 1.38· 10-23 [J/ K], T the temperature [K] and R the resistance
of the sample [n].

1.3 l/f noise

Electrical noise with a spectrum Sv (f) inversely proportional to the frequency
is observed in metals and semiconductors. It is known that the l/f spectrum
is caused by fluctuations in the conductance [1]. In 1969 Hooge introduced the
following empirical relationship for homogeneous samples, submitted to homo
geneous electric fields:

Sv(f) = N~ f . y
2

(1.2)

Sv(f) is the spectral noise intensity [V2 / Hz], f the frequency [Hz], N the total
number of charge carriers participating in the conduction, Y the average voltage
across the sample [V] and 0: a dimensionless constant: Hooge's parameter.

1 All equations in this report are valid in the frequency range of interest (10- 1 up to 105 Hz).
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Chapter 2

Noise measurements on
HIPO resistors

2.1 Introduction

A part of the thesis work has been carried out at Alcatel microelectronics, sit
uated in Oudenaarde Belgium. This investigation focused on the low frequency
noise behavior of High Ohmic Polysilicon (HIPO) resistors.

2.2 Samples and test structures

The samples under investigation are poly resistors, which are formed
in a similar way as the gate of a transistor. A cross section is given
in Fig. 2.1. In Fig. 2.2 a schematic layout of the test structure is
depicted. The dimensions of the resistors are given in Table 2.1.

3 1 100 1.2 17 14 25 5
4 2 100 1.2 18 15 20 5
5 3 100 0.5 19 16 20 5
6 4 100 0.5 20 17 15 5
7 5 Common Common 21 18 15 5
8 6 - - 22 19 - -
9 7 100 5 23 20 - -
10 8 100 5 24 21 100 10
11 9 50 5 25 22 100 10
12 10 50 5 26 23 100 4
13 11 30 5 27 24 100 4
14 12 30 5 28 25 100 2
16 13 25 5 2 26 100 2

Table 2.1: Dimensions of matched HIPO resistors, in 28 pin DIL package
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Contact

Silicon

Figure 2.1: Cross section poly resistor

Figure 2.2: Schematic layout of the matched HIPO resistors with different L
and W
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Figure 2.3: Typical spectrum (Sv(J)) with two types of noise: l/f noise and
background noise

Two types of noise will be present in the samples: l/f noise and thermal
noise (see Fig. 2.3). The thermal noise (Eqn. (1.1)) has a white spectrum in
the frequency range of interest (10- 1 up to 105 Hz). The background noise is
a superposition of the sample's thermal noise and the noise introduced by the
measurement setup (e.g. additional amplifier noise).

Eqn. (1.2) can be rewritten to a suitable form. Hooge's empirical rela
tion applied to the samples under investigation:

C

f
Cus

Awf N·f
aqpR
£2. f

(2.1)

SR(J)/R2 is the relative spectral noise intensity [Hz-I], N the total number of
charge carriers participating in the conduction, f the frequency [Hz], A R the
area of the resistor [cm2], n2 the two-dimensional carrier concentration (n . t,
carrier concentration multiplied by the thickness t) [cm- 2 ], p the mobility of
the free carriers [cm2/Vs] and a Hooge's dimensionless parameter. Using the
formula for the sheet resistance (2.2), we obtain relation (2.3).

W
R o = R·

L
L W

q·p·n·W·t L
1

(2.2)

SR(J) a . q . p . Ro = Cus (2.3)
R2 A R · f AR· f

From Eqn. 2.3 can be concluded that for a fixed Ro the noise parameter (Cus )
depends on a . p, which means that p-type material will have a smaller Cus .
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Figure 2.4: Measurement setup

Expression (2.4) gives the frequency at which the noise contribution of the l/f
noise is equal to the background noise.

==
a:: . q . /-l . Ro . VJ

4kBTR· A R
learner =

a::q/-lE2

4kBT
(2.4)

From this equation can be deduced that a resistor with a large Land W, will have
a smaller ~or' due to a reduction in the electric field E. At a given frequency,
e.g. 1 Hz, the relative spectral noise intensity SR (f) / R2 is only dependent on
the sheet resistance (Ro) and the dimensions of the sample, assuming that the
term a:: . q . /-l is constant. The relative spectral noise intensity depends only
on the size (AR ) of the sample, if a number of samples, with identical sheet
resistances, are measured. This results in the following expression:

Gus = (2.5)

The dimensions of the parameter is /-lm2 • The parameter (Gus) can be used to
describe the noise characteristics of the material, independent of the measuring
conditions, such as current or voltage. By doing so, it is possible to compare the
noise characteristics of a variety of samples, e.g. samples with different process
parameters.

2.3 Measurement setup

A diagram of the measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 2.4. A DC current
is applied to the sample. The noise signal is directed to an ultra low-noise
voltage amplifier (Brookdeal 5004). The amplified signal is analyzed by the
FFT-analyzer (Ono Sokki CF4220). The analyzer is controlled by a PC, which
uses LabVIEW to drive the instrument but also to collect, process and store the
measured spectra. The bias circuit for the samples consists of a battery power
supply, which provides a clean voltage source, and a metal film bias resistor.
The metal film bias resistor will only add thermal noise to the spectrum.
If the resistance RB » Rs, the battery and the bias resistor will form a good
approximation of a current source and the sample will be biased with a clean
DC current. For ohmic samples, the measured l/f type spectrum Sv(f) is
proportional to the applied bias current squared [1]. It is therefore preferable to
choose a bias resistance R B ~ Rs , in order to apply a maximized noise (Sv(f))
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for a given VB. This results in the following relation:

Vo
Rs ,VB (2.6)

Rs+RB
aVo

((Rs ~BRB)2) . VB (2.7)
aRs

( r((aVO )2)
RB,VB 2

(2.8)= (Rs + RBF . ((aRs) )

Sv(J) ( RsIIRBr.SR (2.9)----vr Rs R~0

After the bias conditions are set, the noise spectrum can be collected using the
Ono Sokki FFT analyzer. The analyzer is driven using National Instrument's
LabVIEW. This is a powerful and flexible instrumentation and analysis software
package for a wide variety of platforms, including the personal computer (PC).
LabVIEW can be used as a programming environment for developing custom
applications, based on a graphical programming language G. The easy access
to the GPIB-bus, as well as the extended analysis features, make LabVIEW
suitable for the type of application under discussion.
The instrument driver for the Ono Sokki CF4220 is based upon standard build
ing blocks for the GPIB (IEEE 488 standard). I have implemented two basic
building block on top of the LabVIEW standard GPIB 488 VI's 1: write block
and read block. These VI's give the programmer the ability to send 'command
strings' to the Ono Sokki analyzer and to receive the data from the analyzer.
The command strings and the format of the received data can be found in the
Ono Sokki CF4220 programming manual. The different aspects of driving an
FFT-analyzer and collecting, processing and storing its data, will be discussed
in the next chapter.

2.4 Results and discussion

Low frequent noise measurements have been carried out on a variety of HIPOs
with a range in sheet resistances (450 DID up to 1.9 kD/D) with different
implants. An overview of the sheet resistances, the implant type (B or P)
and two-dimensional concentration and the noise parameter (Gus) of the
different samples is given in Table 2.2. Efforts have been made to perform noise
measurements on wafer level. The measurements have been carried out using a
probe station in a Faraday cage. In turned out to be very important to install
proper earth connections, and to use very short wires to connect the probes to
the bias circuit. In addition, the ultra low-noise amplifier, the battery power
supply and the bias-box had to be enclosed in the Faraday cage as well, in
order to minimize the pick-up of disturbance. The results of the measurements
are similar to the measurements on the bounded devices (28 pin-DIL package).

Applying Eqn. (2.5) yields a plot of the relative noise intensity at a given
frequency (10 Hz) as a function of the area A R of the resistor. On a double
logarithmic scale, this relationship is linear and yields the noise parameter

1Virtual Instrument (VI), see LabVIEW manual
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Figure 2.5: Extraction of the noise parameter Cus

Cus. Fig. 2.5 is an example of the graphically extracted Cus. As shown in
Table 2.2, this extraction of the noise parameter is done for all samples. This
results in the summarizing plot of Fig. 2.6

Fig. 2.6 shows a linear relationship between the noise parameter Cus and
the sheet resistance RD. This is in conformity with Eqn. (2.3). Laker and
Sansen [2] also give a relationship between the l/f noise component and the
sheet resistance:

-d2 KFR R'5 VR2 dfVRF =
AR f

(2.10)

In this equation, K FR is a technological l/f parameter, which for a diffused or
ion-implanted resistor is approximately 5.10-24 S2cm2 and approximately ten
times larger for thick-film resistors [2]. The results in Fig. 2.6 do not show the
relation Cus ex: R'5, so Eqn. (2.10) does not apply in this case.
Fig. 2.6 also shows that the Cus value for the HIPOs with phosphorus implant
(Fig. 2.6 CD, Table 2.2 number 1-11) is almost 10 times higher than the HIPOs
with a boron implant (Fig. 2.6 @, Table 2.2 number 15-26). A possible expla
nation for the difference can be found in by considering that Cus = o:q/-LRo and
that 0: in p-type material is often lower than in n-type material. The mobility
of n-type semiconductor material is larger than the mobility of p-type, so it
is therefore not surprising that the noise parameter will act accordingly. The
samples 31-34 (@ + ®) are of the type amorphous silicon. The layers are de
posited as amorphous silicon but crystallize a few steps later on in the process.
At Alcatel has been observed that this results in a polysilicon film which tends
to have larger grains and a smooth top surface as compared with polysilicon.
In general, such a structure would show less noise, resulting in a smaller noise
parameter. Another way of looking at it would be that layers deposited as
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investigated devices

amorphous silicon and crystallized to larger grains will have a rough top surface
which would result in a larger noise parameter. Furthermore, the mobility of
amorphous silicon is smaller so the noise parameter should be smaller. Further
investigation has to be carried out to determine which effect dominates the noise
behavior.
Another type of a - Si samples has an additional blanket implant (29, 30, 35
@+®). The blanket implant is with phosphorus, so the material will be n-type
after the implant. This will have an effect on the mobility and therefore on the
noise. It is however not possible to analyze the influence of the blanket implant
with the given results. However Fig. 2.6 shows that the noise parameters of
@,@ and ® are of the same order. The results of the measurements on samples
12-14 and 26-28 are intentionally left out of Fig. 2.6, because these results are
not related to each other in terms of noise as a function of sheet resistance.
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No Sample R o [kD/ D] Cus [J,Lm:l]
1 E644628#14 9.7E-l P 2.3E-9 ill
2 E644628#11 1.0EO P 2.4E-9 ill
3 E644628#21 7.1E-l P 1.7E-9 ill
4 E644628#2 1.4EO P 3.5E-9 ill
5 E644628#17 8.1E-l P 1.9E-9 ill
6 E644628#13 1. lEO P 3.2E-9 ill
7 E644628#3 1.2EO P 3.4E-9 ill
8 D629530#10 1.3EO P 3.8E-9 ill
9 E630627#1O 1.3EO P 3.5E-9 ill
10 E629630#22 1.4EO P 3.9E-9 ill
11 E640637#3 1.0EO P 3.0E-9 ill
12 E647626#15 4.5E-l B 4.7E-1O
13 E647626#6 9.0E-l B 4.4E-1O
14 E647626#9 6.7E-l B 3.3E-1O
15 E706633#11 1.4EO B 6.3E-1O @

16 E706633#12 1.5EO B 6.1E-1O @

17 E706633#14 1.7EO B 6.5E-I0 @

18 E706633#15 1.7EO B 6.5E-I0 @

19 E706633#16 1.9EO B 6.5E-1O @

20 E706633#18 1.9EO B 9.1E-1O @

21 E716625#15 1.4EO B 5.5E-1O @

22 E716625#16 1.3EO B 4.6E-1O @

23 E716625#23 1.2EO B 3.7E-1O @

24 E716625#24 1.2EO B 4.0E-1O @

25 E723632#3 1. lEO B 3.5E-1O @

26 E723632#4 1. lEO B 3.4E-1O @

26 E647626#8 7.0E-l B 4.3E-I0
27 E647626#4 9.6E-l B 4.4E-1O
28 E647626#13 4.8E-l B 3.8E-1O
29 E725621#1O 7.8E-l B 9.0E-1O a-Si, 4E14 blanket P ®
30 E707630#5 6.1E-l B 9.3E-1O a-Si, 4E14 blanket P ®
31 E726628#14 6.8E-l B 9.0E-1O a-Si, No blanket P @

32 E726628#6 1.6EO B 3.4E-9 a-Si, No blanket P @

33 E726628#9 9.6E-l B 1.5E-9 a-Si, No blanket P @

34 E726628#12 9.6E-l B 1.5E-9 a-Si, No blanket P @

35 E726628#2 7.9E-l B 9.5E-I0 a-Si, 4E14 blanket P @

Table 2.2: Sample specifications
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Figure 2.7: Noise as a function of the length L of the device - HIPO

Another part of the investigation focused on a different technology (so called
12T). Two types of samples have been investigated: High Ohmic Poly silicon
resistors (HIPOs) and Medium Ohmic Polysilicon resistors (MOPOs), with a
relatively high (~ 1.7kf!) and medium (~ 0.2kf!) sheet resistance, respectively.
For this investigation an L-array has been used (W = lOpm, L = 5, 20,
50, 100 and 200 pm). The noise measurements have been carried out, using the
same measurement setup. The obtained value for Cus, in the case ofthe HIPOs,
is comparable with the HIPOs with phosphorous implant. (Cus = 7.7E - 10
[JLm2 ], Ro = 1.7 [kf!]).
According to (2.1), f .SR is proportional to the length L of the device. For the
HIPOs, f . SR has been plotted as a function of the length L of the device in
Fig. 2.7. The figure shows the expected linear relationship between f . SR and
L. In the case of the MOPOs however (Fig. 2.8), the noise f . SR is weakly
dependent on the length of the device. From this figure can be concluded that
the noise from the sample is of the same order of magnitude of the noise of the
contacts. (Cus = 7.5E - 11 [JLm2 ], Ro = 0.2 [kf!]).

2.5 Conclusions

The low frequency noise behavior of High Ohmic PolysiIicon resistors has been
investigated at Alcatel microelectronics. The obtained results show a relation
ship between the noise parameter (Cus) and the sheet resistance (Ro ). The
noise parameter turned out to be linear proportional to the sheet resistance,
rather than proportional to the sheet resistance squared. The value of the noise
parameter of samples with a phosphorous implant is approximately ten times
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higher than the noise parameter of samples with a boron implant. Noise mea
surements on amorphous silicon, with and without blanket P implant, have been
carried out as well. In order to comment the results in a qualitative manner,
one would need a reference.
The investigation of the noise on the 12T technology showed a non negligible
contribution of the noise from the contacts. It turned out to be important to
verify whether or not the noise is proportional to the length of the device.
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Chapter 3

Fully Automated System
for N oise-Measurements on
Low-Ohmic Samples and
Magnetic Sensors

Abstract

A fully automated system for electronic noise measurements on metal films is
presented. This new system, controlled by a personal computer which utilizes
National Instruments' LabVIEW software, is designed to measure low frequency
noise as a function of an externally imposed magnetic field and as a function
of a DC bias current in low-ohmic samples and magnetic sensors. With this
system we are able to measure continuously for several days, during which the
measured spectra are collected, processed and stored for further analysis.

3.1 Introduction

We are investigating the low frequency noise in metal layers as a function of
a DC bias current, in metal-lines, and as a function of an externally imposed
magnetic field in magnetic resistors.
In a conventional noise measurement system, a constant DC current, obtained
by the use of batteries and a metal film bias resistor, is applied to the sample.
For ohmic samples, the measured spectrum Sv (I) is proportional to the applied
bias current squared [1]. Recently, Yassine and Chen [3] discussed the limita
tions of this DC noise measurement system and introduced a novel AC IDC
noise measurement system for electromigration studies. Another AC exitation
approach for measuring noise on low-ohmic samples was introduced by Ver
bruggen et al [4]. Their system uses a single carrier frequency in a balanced
bridge and two phase-sensitive detectors which operate in quadrature. With
this system it is possible to measure the spectral density of the resistance fluc
tuations with strongly reduced background noise. In our system, we only use
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DC bias currents and the system noise is strongly reduced by using an ultra
low-noise amplifier and cross correlation techniques.
Ciofi et al [5] presented a measurement system based on a Personal Computer
(PC) and a data acquisition system. In addition, others have used a PC to
automate their measuring system [6] [7]. Although we also use a PC, in our
system the data acquisition and Fourier analysis are performed by a separate
spectrum analyzer. Besides automating the measurements, we would also like to
automate the variation of the bias conditions and the amplitude and orientation
of the externally applied magnetic field.
Sherry and Lord [8] demonstrated the applicability of National Instruments'
LabVIEW in an educational environment. They describe the advantages of
LabVIEWs' graphical programming language over the traditional text based
languages in automating a laboratory measurement setup. We also use Lab
VIEW to drive and control the system and to collect the data.
This paper describes an automated system for low frequency noise measurements
on low-ohmic samples and magnetic sensors as a function of an externally im
posed magnetic field and a DC bias current. The paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents the system specifications and requirements. In section 3,
the measurement setup and system control are presented. The custom made,
ultra low-noise amplifier is also introduced in this section. Finally, in section 4,
summarizing conclusions are drawn.

3.2 System Specifications

The samples under study are low-ohmic (:::; 100 0) magneto-resistors and
metal-lines, known to have low-noise levels. Investigating these samples
requires a very sensitive measuring set-up, which makes the measuring system
susceptible to disturbance. Therefore, special attention has to be paid to the
design of the set-up in order to cope with the disturbance.
The resistivity of both metal-lines and magnetic sensors are a function of
temperature. Accordingly, measures have to be taken to guarantee temperature
stability.
Noise in magnetic sensors depends on the imposed magnetic field [9]. The
investigation of this relationship demands the ability to manipulate the imposed
magnetic field. For magnetic field sensors, special precautions have to be taken
with respect to the pick up of spurious magnetic fields.
In order to avoid uncontrolled changes of the domain wall pattern, the
orientation of the magnetic field should not be changed instantaneously. Noise
in magneto-resistors is very sensitive to the disturbance of domain walls. The
manipulation of the magnetic field should be controlled automatically.
The resistance and the noise of the magnetic-sensors is a function of the
imposed magnetic field. Hence, each measurement should be preceded by
an accurate resistance measurement. There is a relationship between the
derivative, gJi, and the low frequency noise [9] [10]. Although it is possible to
calculate the derivative of the magneto-resistor, it is preferable to measure this
derivative directly with a small AC field.
Another parameter is the bias current, which should therefore be adjustable.
There are two reasons why we do not use a Faraday cage to suppress the pickup
of 50 Hz parasitic fields. Firstly, a too close shielding disturbs the imposed
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magnetic field at the sample. Secondly, the large currents (up to 1.5 A),
through the resistance (10 0) of the Helmholtz coils introduce a dissipation
and a temperature drift in the cage and the sample.
In order to guarantee amplifier stability, we have to use a stabilized power
supply. Since the measurements extend over several days, it is not possible to
use a battery power supply.
It is necessary to average the noise spectra in order to collect data with smaller
errors. In addition, measuring metal-lines, in order to investigate degradation
in time by electromigration, requires repeated noise measurements over longer
time spans. Consequently, measuring conditions should be stable for a long
period (hours or even days). A high degree of automation is required, not only
because the measurements are time-consuming, but also because measuring an
entire magneto-resistance curve requires many measurements.
In order to measure automatically, software is needed to control the measure
ment setup. A PC has to be used to drive the instrumentation and to control
the sample and magnetic field biasing. All data should be directed to the PC,
where it can be processed and stored for data analysis.

Summarizing the system requirements:

• Ability to measure low-ohmic (::; 100 0) magneto-resistors and metal-lines

• Stability of the sample temperature

• Capability of manipulating both orientation and amplitude of imposed
magnetic field in case of magnetic sensors

• Magnetic field should be stabilized to guarantee stationary conditions

• Measure the derivative gZ of the magnetic-sensor directly by AC tech
nique

• High degree of automation, I.e. the system should be able to measure
continuously for several days

• Drive/control instrumentation (Spectrum analyzer, Lock-in amplifier and
Function generator) via GPIB

• Capability to control the bias circuitry (Bias current through sample, mag
netic field orientation and amplitude)

• Data processing and storage facilities

• Additional noise introduced by instrumentation and circuitry should be
negligible

3.3 System Design

3.3.1 Measurement setup

Of the problems indicated above, three can be solved by selecting an appro
priate sample configuration. By using a Wheatstone bridge configuration (see
Fig. 3.1), the introduced current noise, e.g. from the batteries, the noise due
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the Bias circuit. Dashed line indicates sample, in this
case a balanced Wheatstone bridge configuration.

to temperature fluctuations common to all elements of the bridge and the noise
introduced by a varying magnetic field, are common to all bridge components
and therefore, can be regarded as common mode signals. Common mode signals
have no influence on the measurements if the bridge is in perfect balance [11].
Suppose a DC current 1 is applied to the bridge (see Fig. 3.1). If we assume
that Ra ~ Rb ~ Rc ~ Rd and ((ARa )2) = ((ARb)2) = ((ARc )2) = ((ARd)2)
we will find expression (3.1) [12]

1 2
SVCD = "4 1 SR

The bias circuitry for the samples consists of a battery power supply (± 24 V),
providing a clean voltage source, and a set of metal film resistors in parallel
which can be switched independently. In our set-up we use 5 metal film resistors
(see Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1) which can be selected individually, by means of
relays. This provides the selection of 32 (25 ) different bias currents in the range
0- 1max •
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Relays RbiasC!1)
00000 00+00 00
00001 R1 + R~ 16k
00010 R2 + R~ 8k
00011 Rtf/R2 + RU/R~ 5k33
00100 R3 + R; 4k
00101 Rtf/R3 + RU/R; 3k20
00110 R2/ /R3 + R~/ /R; 2k67
00111 Rtf/R2/ /R3 + RU/RU /R; 2k29
01000 R4 +R~ 2k
01001 R1 / /R4 +RU/R~ 1k78
01010 R2/ /R4 +R~//R~ 1k6
01011 Rtf / Rd / R4+R~/ / R~/ / R~ 1k46
01100 R3/ / R4 +R;/ / R~ 1k33
01101 Rtf /R3/ /R4 +RU/R~//R~ 1k23
01110 R2/ / R3/ / R4+R~/ / R;/ / R~ 1k14
01111 Rtf / Rd / R3/ / R4 +RU / R~/ / R;//R~ 1k07
11111 Rtf/Rd /R3/ /R4/ /R5 +RU/R~//R;//R~//R~ 516
10000 R5 +R~ 1k
10001 Rtf/R5 +RU/R~ 941
10010 R2/ / R5 +R~/ /R~ 889
10011 Rtf/Rd/R5 +RU/R~//R~ 842
10100 R3/ / R5 + R; / / R~ 800
10101 Rtf/R3/ /R5 +RU/R;/ /R~ 762
10110 Rd/R3/ /R5 +R~/ /R;/ /R~ 727
10111 Rtf /R2/ /R3/ /R5 +RU/R~// R;//R~ 696
11000 R4/ /R5 +R~//R~ 667
11001 Rtf /R4/ /R5 +RU/R~//R~ 640
11010 R2/ / R4/ / R5 +R~/ / R~/ / R~ 615
11011 Rtf / Rd / R4/ /R5 +RU / R~/ / R~/ / R~ 593
11100 R3/ / R4/ / R5 +R;/ / R~/ / R~ 571
11101 Rtf / R3/ /R4/ /R5 +RU / R;/ / R~//R~ 552
11110 R2/ / R3/ / R4/ / R5 +R~/ / R;/ / R~/ / R~ 533

Table 3.1: Bias resistors.
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To measure the current through, and the voltage across the bridge, two
meters have been included. During the noise measurements these meters are
automatically disconnected. The obtained values are stored for analysis.
In our setup we use a set of Helmholtz coils in order to vary both orientation and
amplitude of the applied field in a plane (see Fig. 3.3). We use a programmable
DC power supply (Delta E030-3) to drive the coils and we measure the actual
current. By providing this information to the software, a controlled system is
realized which keeps the current constant and is able to compensate for drift
in the DC current due to temperature drift. The DC power supply introduces
disturbance, 50 Hz and higher harmonics. Consequently, a low-ohmic low pass
filter is required, and we therefore use an LC-filter (L = 1 H, C = 0.15 F)
which provides a cut-off frequency of 0.4 Hz without a large dissipation.
To determine the derivative, ZJj, of the magneto-resistance, we investigate
the small signal behavior. We make use of an ultra low distortion function
generator (Stanford Research System DS360) to generate the AC current in the
Helmholtz coils. Typically, the frequency is chosen within the 100 Hz - 1 kHz
range to avoid inductive pickup of the signal. The lock-in amplifier (Stanford
Research System SR830 DSP) is used to measure the change in resistance due
to the change in magnetic field. Then the sensitivity coefficient or derivative
ZJj of the magneto-resistance is calculated. With the lock-in amplifier locked
at the AC frequency, we can now measure the small signal characteristic RAG

without problems caused by noise and pick up of spurious magnetic fields.
Each set of coils contains two separately accessible coils: an inner coil, with a
slightly smaller impedance, and an outer coil. We use the inner coils, in both
directions, for the DC field and the outer for the AC field.
To compensate for slow temperature changes, a separate temperature controller
for the sample in the bridge is implemented in an autonomous circuit. A ther
mometer (Keithley 871A), with a linear Temperature-Voltage characteristic,
is used to measure the temperature of the sample. In combination with a
Peltier element and a custom made PI-controller, temperature stability of the
sample can be obtained (± 0.1 DC). The Peltier element has a very large time
constant (order of minutes), so the temperature controller will not be able to
compensate for fast temperature fluctuations.

In the setup we use three custom made ultra low-noise differential voltage
amplifiers, based on the Burr-Brown INA103 low-noise, low distortion in
strumentation amplifier, see Fig. 3.2. We use cross-correlation techniques to
suppress the amplifier noise. The implementation of the amplifiers will be
discussed below.
To measure the spectrum we use a digital spectrum analyzer (Advantest
R921lE), which is based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The analyzer can
be programmed remotely. The analyzer is equipped with a cross-correlation
algorithm, has a wide frequency range (10 mHz - 100 kHz) and an input
sensitivity ranging from -60 dBV (1 mVrms) up to +30 dBV (31.6 Vrms) ,
which makes this analyzer suitable for our application.
In our setup we use the General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) to control the
instruments and exchange data (Spectrum analyzer, Lock-in amplifier and
the Function generator). We control the interface by using a special GPIB
PC add-on board (National Instruments AT-GPIB/TNT). In addition to this,
we have a second PC add-on board (National Instruments AT-MIO-16E-I0)
which provides us with both digital and analog I/O. This interface is used
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the custom made ultra low-noise differential voltage
amplifier. The first stage provides a gain of 20lx, the second and third stage a
total gain of 56lx, resulting in ~ 100 dB gain. The band-pass filter limits the
bandwidth to a frequency range from 160 mHz upto 16 kHz.
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of measurement setup.

to control the bias current. The relays, used to control the bias current, are
separately controlled by five digital outputs. We use two analog inputs to
measure the sample current and the voltage across the bridge. A sixth digital
output controls a relay which disconnects the voltage and current meters and
the lock-in amplifier, see Fig. 3.3 - CD. To control the DC magnetic field, we
use two analog outputs, one for the X and Y direction respectively, to provide
the correct power supply voltage. Two additional digital outputs are used to
control the polarity of the magnetic field, because the power supply is not able
to generate an inverse (negative) current. Negative currents are necessary to
provide 3600 field manipulation instead of 900

• Finally, two analog inputs are
used to measure the bias current in the field biasing circuit, see Fig. 3.3 - @.

In Fig. 3.3 a block scheme of the measurement setup is depicted.

3.3.2 System control and data-analysis

The easy access to the GPIB-bus, as well as the extended analysis features,
make LabVIEW suitable for the type of application under discussion. To
increase the resolution, the spectrum is measured in successive frequency spans.
In the first stage we collect the data in the frequency range 1 Hz - 100 Hz.
In each successive stage we measure an additional decade. If the process is
stationary, it is allowed to combine the spectra.
After a spectrum is collected it should be processed before storing it on disk.
Although the setup is differential configured and a Wheatstone bridge is used,
the environment introduces peaks in the spectrum, e.g. 50 Hz and higher
harmonics. So, the data consists of the spectral components measured by the
FFT analyzer, but is also afflicted with disturbance. To eliminate the peaks in
the spectrum, an algorithm is implemented.
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(3.2)

The data processing consists of two steps: In the first step we exclude all
unwanted peaks in the frequency spectrum and in the second step we reduce
the number of data points.
In the first step, we have to filter out all spectral components that can be
regarded as man made noise, e.g. peaks in the spectrum due to 50 Hz.
Manually, these peaks are easy to detect, but in order to automate the filtering
of the data, a criterion has to be defined to distinguish the disturbance peaks
from the signal. We have implemented this criterion as follows.
First we use the analysis package of LabVIEW to fit a curve through the
measurement points. Then, we define the deviation of the obtained curve as
our relative error. If the relative error of a spectral component is larger than
a threshold value, this component will be excluded from further analysis. The
threshold value depends mainly on the number of averages, since the relative
variance (( ( ~X) 2)) of a spectral value is inversely proportional to the number of
averages, and on the power of the uncorrelated background noise relative to the
correlated noise since we are measuring in cross correlation [13]. Increasing the
number of averages will result in a more accurate approximation of the spectral
value. This allows a more stringent threshold value. With this algorithm we
are able to eliminate all disturbance peaks in our measured spectra.
The second data processing step comprises the reduction of the number of data
points. The FFT spectrum analyzer measures spectral values, equidistant on
a linear frequency scale. However, we prefer a reduced number of equidistant
points on a logarithmic scale. This is obtained by averaging all frequency
components in a sub-band and assigning this sub-band to a single central
frequency in the chosen band. Suppose we would like to have k points per
decade, we therefore define k sub-bands in the nth decade, defined by IOn upto
IOn+!. The values of the low and high frequency of the sub-bands are denoted
by lO(n+t), lO(n+£t-!) upto IOn+ 1 , with k the number of points per decade,
1 :::; i :::; k indicating the i th sub-band of the nth decade. Then we average
(power sum) all power spectral values in the sub-band, and assign this average

value to a specific central frequency: the average (10 (t L:i log Ii)) of all fre
quencies in the sub-band. We now have a reduced set of spectral value estimates.

3.3.3 Ultra low-noise amplifier

In order to measure noise on low-ohmic samples we have to use an ultra low-noise
pre-amplifier. The Brookdeal 5004 ultra low-noise pre-amplifier is a frequently
used, commercially available amplifier, capable of measuring in a wide frequency
range (0.5 Hz - 1 MHz). In order to make a comparison with our (and other
pre-amplifiers) we qualify the amplifier with two parameters: Ie and Req • When
measuring the equivalent input noise spectrum Bv (1 Hz - 10 kHz), the spectrum
will show a flat part at higher frequencies, and an increasing spectrum below a
certain corner frequency (Ie). From the flat part we can extract the Req :

Bv
Req = 4k

B
T

with kB Boltzmanns' constant and T the temperature in Kelvin. The Brookdeal
amplifier (60 dB) we use has a Req ~ 450 and a corner frequency Ie ~ 1 kHz
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Figure 3.4: Spectra (800 lines, 100 averages reduced to k = 6 per decade) of
the equivalent input noise voltage of a shorted input (1) Brookdeal 5004 (2)
Burr-Brown. Curve (3) is the equivalent input noise voltage of two Burr-Brown
based pre-amplifiers in parallel, using cross-correlation techniques.

(see Fig. 3.4 curve (1)). y Considering the fact that our samples are low-ohmic,
typically 20 0 for the metal-lines, the background noise of the amplifier is dom
inant. It is possible to use a matching transformer, e.g. a Brookdeal 9433, to
overcome this problem, as shown in Fig. 3.5 curve (2). However, using a trans
former will drastically reduce the bandwidth of our amplifier stage, 1 Hz - 1 kHz
for a 20 0 sample. If the resistance of the sample is larger than 100 0, this ap
proach cannot be used due to bandwidth limitations.

To overcome this problem we implemented a low-cost, ultra low-noise pre
amplifier for measuring noise on low-ohmic « 100 0) samples, with a wide
frequency range (1 Hz - 10 kHz). Our 100 dB amplifier has a Req ~ 1000 and
a Ie ~ 10 Hz (see Fig. 3.4 curve (2)). Obviously, a single amplifier with these
specifications is not capable of measuring our low-ohmic samples. However, if
we use two amplifiers and cross-correlation techniques we obtain a measurement
system with a 100 dB gain, a wide frequency range (1Hz - 10kHz), a low corner
frequency « 10 Hz), capable of measuring noise on low-ohmic samples (see
Fig. 3.4 curve (3)).

3.4 Conclusions

Using LabVIEW for the implementation of an automated noise measurement
system reduces the development time considerably, compared to traditional text
based programming languages, such as C or C++. By using this system we are
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Figure 3.5: Spectra (800 lines, 100 averages reduced to k = 6 per decade) of the
equivalent input noise voltage of low-ohmic sample (metal-line ~ 200) with (1)
our system (2) Brookdeal 5004 with matching transformer Brookdeal 9433.

able to measure low frequency noise on magnetic sensors and metal-lines in a
frequency range from 1 Hz - 10 kHz as a function of bias current and applied
magnetic field.
By using a bridge configuration we reduced the influence of: (1) the introduced
current noise in the bias circuit; (2) noise due to coherent temperature fluctua
tions; and (3) noise introduced by the varying coherent magnetic field.
We introduced a way to vary the DC bias current by means of a set of relays
and bias resistors. This approach is also applicable in measurements on pack
aged devices, e.g. an L-array of resistors in a DIL package. With a switch-box,
based on a set of relays, it is possible to select different resistors (samples) in
successive measurements.
We have demonstrated that it is possible to use a custom made amplifier, based
on a low-cost Burr-Brown INAI03, to measure noise on low-ohmic samples us
ing cross-correlation techniques. We have also illustrated that it is possible to
measure noise on low-ohmic samples using a Brookdeal 5004 amplifier in addi
tion to a Brookdeal 9433 matching transformer, although the bandwidth of this
configuration is limited.
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Appendix A

Nederlandse handwijzing voor het gebruik van de Ono-Sokki CF4220 software:

• Start LabVIEW

• Open de file Noise_vi.llb

• Kies de VI boven de horizontale lijn: Ono Sokki CF4220.vi

• Stel de juiste versterking in op het control panel (onder de grafiek) de
default waarde is 60 dB, geschikt voor de Brookdeal 5004

• De meting kan gestart worden met het pijltje links boven in de menubalk
(RUN)

• Ret meten verloopt nu volledig automatisch

• Na afioop van de meting verschijnt er een pop-up menu, welke vraagt
om een file-name. !! Gebruik een korte naam ZONDER extensie!! Er
worden nu 2 files aangemaakt: een met de door u gekozen naam en een
tweede met dezelfde naam, maar met de extensie *.spc. Deze laatste is
een data file met het 'ruwe' spectrum, zonder filtering (witte curve op het
scherm) De file zonder extensie bevat het gefilterde spectrum (rode curve
op het scherm). Ret formaat van deze bestanden is: in de eerste kolom de
frequentie en in de tweede kolom de spectrale waarde. De kolommen zijn
gescheiden door een TAB.

Roe te handelen als:

• Er een zogenaamde I/O error optreedt

Controleer de GPIE bekabeling

Controleer het GPIE adres

Sluit LabVIEW volledig af en start opnieuw (De GPIE-bus wordt
dan gereset)

• Er de mededeling 'press start on the Ono-Sokki .. .' verschijnt. Deze
melding betekent dat de 'auto ranging' niet lukt of nog niet is afgelopen.
In het laatste geval kunt u gewoon op OK klikken, het systeem zal dan
zelf anticiperen op de situatie. Lukt de 'auto ranging' niet, dan is het
ingangssignaal te klein, of is het auto ranging handmatig overruled. Ret
ingangssignaal is groot genoeg als de groene LED oplicht.
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Appendix B

Nederlandse handwijzing voor het gebruik van de Advantest R9211E software:

• Start LabVIEW

• Open de file Noise.llb

• Kies de VI boven de horizontale lijn: Measurements f(current)

• Stel achtereenvolgends de juiste waarde voor: 1

- Sensitivity

- File name: kies een naam van max 3 letters (spc)

- No. of averages (50)

- No. of points per decade (50)

- No. of lines per sub-spectrum (200)

- No. of sub-spectra (3)

First max frequency [Hz] (100)

- Amplification [dB] (100)

- Indien bekend: de doorlaatband van de versterker+filter, fmin en
fmax [Hz]. Indien onbekend: kies waarden buiten de band van inter
esse.

• De meting kan gestart worden met het pijltje links boven in de menubalk
(RUN)

• Er verschijnt een pop-up menu: Selecteer een directory of maak een nieuwe
aan.

• Ret meten verloopt nu volledig automatisch. De stroom wordt stapsgewijs
vergroot tot de maximale waarde en zal deze waarde behouden.

• Ret belndigen van de meting geschiedt met de rode stop button in de
menubalk.

• Na afioop van de metingen staan de files in de door u gekozen directory
klaar voor verdere analyze.

lTussen haakjes staat de default waarde
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Dit recept is toepasbaar voor kruiskorrelatie metingen en voor enkel-kanaals
metingen. Voor dit laatste dient een verbinding gemaakt te worden tussen de
beide ingangen (A en B) van de analyzer.

Het is belangrijk dat v66r het automatisch meten eerst met de hand een
meting wordt uitgevoerd ! Dit is vooral noodzakelijk om een geschikte waarde
voor de sensitivity te krijgen. De stroom kan voor deze meting ook 'met de
hand' ingesteld worden. Hiertoe moet er binnen LabVIEW de sub VI set
current geopend worden, hetgeen op analoog aan het hierboven beschrevene
geschiedt.
Deze manuele meting dient ook gebruikt te worden om het systeem te opti
maliseren met betrekking tot storing. Hierbij is het zoeken naar de optimale
manier van aarden (het met aarde verbinden :-) ) en het zo kort mogelijk
houden van de verbindingen, met name de signaaldraden voor de versterker
(deze zijn uiteraard het gevoeligst voor het oppikken van storing)).
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